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Anyone happen to notice a group of 14 young Chinese surfers roaming about
the lineups of Southern California lately? 

If so, you witnessed a cog in China’s master plan to someday surf their way
onto the Olympic podium. They’ve sent their top surfers to California to train
for four months ahead of the 2022 ISA World Surfing Games in Huntington
Beach — the first qualification event for the 2024 Games. 

The Chinese National Olympic Committee poured USD $1 million into
surfing’s first Olympic cycle, and now they’ve upped the ante to $3 million for
surfing’s second dance. 

China takes Olympic sports seriously. So, when surfing officially became
Olympic in 2016, it was no exception. There were few surfers in the nation, so
they had to create a program from the ground up. 



The process offers a fascinating case study on how to artificially construct a
surf culture. To understand how the system works, we went straight the
source and spoke with the Director of the Surfing Department for China’s
Water Sports Administration, Mr. Zhou Changcheng.

Zhou helped design a comprehensive plan that created 8 regional surf teams
and two national teams while hiring dozens of surf coaches and consultants,
importing hundreds of boards, and organizing surf trips around the globe. 
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China views sports differently than pretty much every other country in the



world. This becomes evident when you consider the way they structure their
surf program. 

“In China, all surfing athletes are professionals,” said Zhou.

Surfing is their job.

Starting at the grassroots level, China has formed 8 regional teams, each with
up to 70 surfers.

Even though a small, core surf scene has existed in China for years —
particularly in the Hainan province — they had to look elsewhere to fill up
their teams. Kids who knew how to swim, or who may have looked athletic,
were recruited to become surfers and join their regional squads.

From this batch of hundreds of surfers, 40 are selected for the national team
– 20 on the ‘A team’ and 20 on the ‘B team.’ 

The surfers selected for the national team are constantly rotating out based
on their performance in training and competitions. And the top performers
represent their nation at the ISA World Surfing Games each year. 

Highlighting just how new China is to surfing, Zhou said, “Of all the surfers
currently on the national team, none were even surfers four years ago.” 

And to underline how fast the talent is progressing, he added, “The national
champion from last year is no longer the top surfer on the team.”

Each surf team is equipped with 3 to 7 coaches. And then there is Zhou
himself, who comes with 20 years of experience in sailing and is responsible



for managing the Chinese programs that earned gold, silver, and bronze
medals in the Olympics. Zhou’s presence alone speaks to the ultimate goal of
the surfing program: winning Olympic medals.
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Setting aside USD $3 million just for the Paris 2024 Olympic surfing cycle
makes China’s surf program one of the most well-funded in the world.

While $3 million sounds like a lot, when you understand how sport works in
China, it may not seem as astronomical. 

Surfers selected to regional or national teams are essentially employees of



their regional Olympic Committee. The athletes spend on average 6 hours per
day surfing and then do their schooling at night. 

Every surfer on every national team needs their expenses, equipment, and
travel covered. And the army of coaches all need to make a living, too.

This system has created a new lucrative market for surfing equipment in
China. The athletes are provided with top-of-the-line gear — including
boards, wetsuits, fins, and leashes.

The flow of surf gear works like this: Regional coaches and athletes decide
what is needed (a top surfer might receive as many as 10 boards per year). The
coach then goes to a middleman distributor who has connections with the
surfboard brands that have production facilities in Asia, and places an order.
The result is roughly 500 boards per year distributed among Chinese surfers
– including brands like Sharp Eye, Chilli, Channel Islands, Warner, and
Thunderbolt Technologies. 

And, as Zhou explained, since China’s peak surf season lasts about three
months, the surfers need to travel internationally to train. Trips are organized
to locations such as Indonesia, USA, Japan, or Europe.

“In China it’s different,” said Zhou. “The money we get is not enough. [In some
cases] the provincial teams have more surfers and are more well-funded
[than the national team] because of the money that comes from the provincial
governments and Olympic Committee.” 

“We have a different system,” Zhou clarified. “Our professional surfers don’t
spend money by themselves. In America, for example, you have millions of



surfers that pay for themselves. So in America, there actually is more funding
for surfing.”
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Back in 2019 China joined the global arms race of wave pool technology and
unveiled a new pool of their own in the northeastern Henan province. 

While the prototype wasn’t anything particularly special, no one was doubting
the manufacturing will and might of China to figure it out and create better
pools. 

People were already speculating that the pool could be used as a training



ground for new surfers in the country. 

However, since the rollout, no one has heard a peep from the pool, and it
appears that the operations have completely closed. 

“I know nothing about that pool because I’ve never been there,” said Zhou.
“The national team doesn’t train there or have events there.”

Zhou explained, “The pool was built by a private company – it’s not a national
or provincial project. Until now they just opened once, and since then no one
has been there. It might be broken.”

While the lone pool in the country doesn’t make the cut, Zhou confirmed that
wave pools are within their plans for the development of their surfing
program.

“We have already surfed the Wavegarden and American Waves Machines
technology,” said Zhou. “This will help the surfers to practice the specific
techniques.” 

“We really hope to be able to buy the best wave pool in the future, but the
national team doesn’t have so much money,” said Zhou. “So we encourage a
provincial government or a private company to partner with the best
technology available to build one.” 

“I really think within the next couple of years we will have [a pool],” Zhou
confirmed. “If they want the national team to improve we need to have the
best equipment available.”
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No one is expecting a Chinese Kelly Slater to emerge anytime soon. But at the
same time, it’s hard to doubt their potential to produce a world-class surfer
in the future. 

“We are still a young team, so first the goal is to qualify for the Olympics,” said
Zhou. “We will try our best [to qualify for Paris 2024], but maybe 2032 is more
realistic.”

Qiu Zhuo: The Chinese Surfer Who Wants to Qualify for the WSL Champion…



“Because the team is so young, there isn’t a lot of pressure to qualify for the
Olympics, but the surfers themselves do have a lot of pressure to improve as
fast as possible,” said Zhou. 

Zhou also admits that if they can get an athlete to qualify for the Olympics,
the funding would greatly increase. 

The Chinese method of developing Olympic sports has proven outrageously
successful at producing medals in sports such as gymnastics, diving, sailing,
and table tennis, to name a few.

At the 2019 ISA World Surfing Games, China finished 27th out of 55 countries.
They finished behind the Philippines, the Netherlands, and Switzerland, but
ahead of Fiji, South Korea, Russia, and Norway.

Not too shabby for a surf program that didn’t exist pre-Olympic inclusion.
According to Zhou, the current Chinese squad is a “completely different
team” in terms of the skill level when compared to their first World Surfing
Games performance in 2017. 

And some Chinese surfers are already starting to hold their own on the WSL
Qualifying Series (QS). Qiu Zhuo made history for China as the first surfer to
advance through a heat in a WSL QS event in 2020.

The Chinese team will remain training in southern California until mid-
October, after they participate in the ISA World Surfing Games in Huntington
Beach. 

While the Chinese Storm™ hasn’t appeared on the horizon just yet, we



shouldn’t be surprised if China’s investment and dedication pay off with an
Olympic surfer somewhere down the line.
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⚑−Taylor Paul
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Very interesting. Can't be long until we see an already-known name suddenly carrying a Chinese
passport.
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By 2032 they won't even be real humans... Chinese AI mixed in with some kid who is a decent
swimmer. But, it'll be interesting to watch 
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